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WHY THE METAVERSE

$54b
Transactions on

virtual goods every year

60b
Social messages are sent

daily on Roblox

$80m
Paid to creators on Second Life

$41b
Market cap for

non-fungible tokens (NFTs)

The metaverse is the future 
way of socializing, earning, 
shopping and gaming for the 
digitial native generations.

According to J. P. Morgan, the metaverse generates the following:
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https://www.jpmorgan.com/content/dam/jpm/treasury-services/documents/opportunities-in-the-metaverse.pdf


WELCOME TO MOONLAND

Moonland Metaverse is a 
browser-first and 
community-based metaverse 
with extensive business 
potential for brands to tap into a 
new virtual and viral market.

Desktop Mobile VR AR
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Built on



THE GENESIS COLLECTION
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Nomad Rogue

Techie Corpo

Powered by

Each key represents your 
stake of property in Moonland.
5555 limited keys from the Moonland genesis collection were 
issued in the form of non-fungible tokens (NFTs) and were minted 
by early investors and the community on February 10th, 2022.

Each grade of key unlocks different sizes of property in 
Moonland. For instance, Nomad is a one-floor house with a 
basic layout, whereas Techie gives owner access to a 
multifunctional mansion and large outdoor area.

SOLD OUT



PROPERTY TYPES
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Nomad Rogue Techie
A spacious loft ideal for individual with a 
range of NFT collections or small/medium 
business looking to turn the space into a 
showroom or event space.

A modern and furnished mansion with 
large outdoor area such as pool and 
garden. Perfect for individual collector or 
switch up as business venue.

Cutting-edge, si-fi, futuristic complex for 
collectors and businesses with taste and 
status. Rooms are connected with 
bridges and lighted up with neon signs.

1 Floor
2 Rooms
2 Balconies
No outdoor space
Rarity: 65.34%

2 Floors
5 Rooms
1 Balconies
1 Pool
Medium sized outdoor space
Rarity: 20.6%

3 Floors
9 Rooms
1 Balcony
2 Rooftops
3 Bridges
3 Pools
Large sized outdoor space
Rarity: 9.37%



PROPERTY TYPES
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Corpo
A grand, multi-purposed architecture with 
surreal design that can hold thousands for any 
type of social and business events.

4 Floors
1 Underground garage
2 Balconies
Elevator
Swimming Pool
Driveway and gate
Wide open indoor area
Massive outdoor area
Rarity: 4.6%



ROOM FEATURES
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Character Selection NFT Gallery (Cross-chain) 
& Furniture Arrangement

Multiplayer & Social 
Experiences

Currently, a set choice of characters are 
available for owners to choose from. In our 
mid-term roadmap, 3D avatars from other 
NFT collections will be imported to give NFT 
owners a chance to use their 3D PFP in 
Moonland.

Every room comes with premade furniture and 
NFT frames for owners to populate their room. 
On top of that, each street will have their own 
set of unique furniture to reflect the character of 
the neighbourhood, such as bar table for LFG 
Road owners.

Each key allows owners to invite a certain 
number of guests into their property for social 
purposes - use it for work discussion, an NFT 
tour, or mini game fun. Users can send 
messages through text or chat via audio in their 
room.



OUTDOOR & CITY FEATURES
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Neighbourhood & 
Street View

Billboard & Rentals Downtown & Events

Moonland is a complete metaverse 
experience with an outdoor street view and 
navigation allowing users to explore the city 
and downtown area at any time. The street 
and map system will enable a true 
neighbouring experience for celebrity 
owners and their fans.

The metaverse is a refreshing platform for both 
users and brands to re-engage with each other. 
Opportunities to own a billboard and lease ad 
space will be available to Moonland holders first 
and the public shortly after. Other rental 
features will also be considered, adding to the 
growing passive income stream of Moonland 
holders in the form of $MLS tokens.

Special buildings will be constructed 
throughout Moonland for unique purposes 
such as concerts, brand exhibitions, esport 
competitions and other mass activities. A 
ticketing system will be made available to 
participate in these events. Premium 
Moonland owners will have a chance to get 
regular airdrops of the tickets.



OTHER ROOM FEATURE HIGHLIGHTS
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Light Modes & Daylight System

Owners can choose the lightinging (light/dark) for their rooms 
as well as enjoying a natural daylight setting coming through 
the windows.

Music Playlist & Video Streaming

It’s not a party room without some party music right? A 
chance to connect and play your favourite Spotify playlist will 
be made available! Plus video streaming services.

0% Fee Moonland Marketplace

An official no-fee marketplace will be built to serve all kinds of 
purchases including keys, furniture, tickets and other 
metaverse assets.

Importable 3D NFT Avatars

A dashboard will be made for NFT collection owners to upload their 3D 
avatar assets (.fbx), so that when user connects their wallet in Moonland 
there will be an option to use a 3D PFP as their Moonland character.

Camera Options

Third-person view along with zooming features are included. 
A free camera mode will also be added for all your selfie 
needs and desires.

Customizable Layouts via Upgrades

While there is no upgrade option on the size of property, an option 
to upgrade the layout and texture of the rooms will be made 
available in the form of a $MLS token payment to ensure owners 
can differentiate their properties from each other.



PARTNERSHIP DIRECTION
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Brands & Businesses

Real world businesses such as real estate, retail brands, 
e-commerce, celebrities and others are in talks with us about 
onboarding their business into Moonland to elevate their brand 
image or increase their sales channels.

Technology Companies

Tech companies such as music streaming, movie streaming, 
crypto exchanges, digital marketing agencies and others will 
be plugged into Moonland to enhance user experience!

Fashion & Iconic Designers

Moonland will look to collaborate with fashion icons and 
brands on launching furniture, sports cars and avatar 
collections in the future under the Moonland brand.



WHAT DIFFERENTIATES US
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“This is going to be the animal 
crossing of the metaverse.”
— Banjo#5909 (member on Discord)

“Playing the demo is like 
animal crossing so sick.”
— Sir#1242 (member on Discord)

The first metaverse that 
successfully targets and 
resembles one
of the best selling
Asian games in the
Asian market.

Speed to deliver — A 
working demo was 
completed in 3 weeks 
with 300+
furniture items 
& NFT display 
functionality.

We have one of the 
most actively 
engaged discords 
highlighting the 
community success 
of Moonland.



KEY INDICATORS — SALES VOLUME
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In the first week of post-mint

#1
Top daily volume on Solana 

secondary market (12 Feb 2022)

#5
Top weekly volume on Solana 
secondary market (Feb 2022)

7.5k
Total volume (in SOL) 

transacted during public mint
(primary sales) 

15k
Total volume (in SOL) on 

secondary market in
first 30 days

Moonland became one of the most traded 
virtual world collections on Solana



KEY INDICATORS — SOCIALS
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One of the biggest organic 
metaverse communities on Solana

17k
Discord members
with 2-3k constant online

8.5k
Twitter followers

Discord Twitter



KEY INDICATORS — DEMO
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A working demo with real users 
to testify.

A Discord member 
and NFT holder 
posting about his kid 
playing the Moonland 
demo.

7k
Monthly Active Users

TOP USER LOCATIONS
North Amercia 35% 
Hong Kong 34%
United Kingdom 9%
Singapore 6%
India 6%



KEY INDICATORS — USER SHARED CONTENT
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Metanomics

Introducing
$MLS
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$MLS — INTRODUCTION

We will build the most 
interconnected ‘metaeconomy’ 
based on our ‘metatoken’  ($MLS) 
that supercharges holders’ rewards.

Moonland Stardust ($MLS) is a SPL governance token for Moonland 
Metaverse. $MLS holders will be able to claim rewards if they stake their  
fungible & non-fungible tokens or play the game.

$MLS will be used for in-app purchases and upgrades, event tickets, 
billboard ads, staking rewards, P2E metaverse games, meta-commerce 
and other various meta-services.

Furthermore, $MLS holders will be entitled to vote in a DAO 
(Decentralised Autonomous Organization) on proposals that involve 
reward distributions and mechanisms.

Play-to
-Earn

Payment/
Trading fee
Discounts

DAO

Staking
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$MLS — OVERVIEW

Metaverse

Community
Treasury

Players &
Businesses $MLS

Our goal with $MLS is to align 
incentives between landlords, 
in-game users and developers 
in exciting ways. 

The mechanisms described in the graph have two main goals:

1) To reward players for interacting with Moonland 
Metaverse while simultaneously incentivizing them to 
hold on to their tokens so they can claim passive 
income through additional rewards

2) To decentralize the governance of the Moonland 
metaeconomy in a way that helps the tokens perform. Revenue & $MLS

Governs

Play & Spend

Rewards
Stake

$MLS & NFT 
Holders

Moonland 
Use Cases
● Governance
● Staking
● Payment
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$MLS — KEY UTILTIES

Goods & Services
$MLS is the native token for 
goods & services offered and 
transacted in Moonland

Governance rights
Token holders can vote on 

proposals within ecosystem 
development

Staking & Rewards
Holders can stake to earn 

additional rewards on their 
tokens and NFTs A P2E METAVERSE TOKEN ON

$MLS
Play-to-Earn

Users can participate within 
the metaverse in search of 

greater rewards

Discounts on Fees
Holders can enjoy 0% fee on official 
marketplace and discounts when 
paying in $MLS for items such as 
tickets, platform ads, premium 
services, etc
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TOKEN DISTRIBUTION

Max Supply
1,000,000,000

P2E & Staking
Released in NFT & $MLS staking, 
liquidity mining, platform Incentives, 
etc.

29%

Development & Marketing
Used for ecosystem development, 
marketing and partnership in general.

28%Team
0% at TGE. 9-month cliff period then 

released linearly within 24 months

15%

Community
Community incentives including 

airdrops. Distributed flexibly over 
time with no more than 50% released 

in first 12 months after TGE.

10%

Fundraising (Seed)
10% at TGE and the remaining to be 

released linearly within 24 months

8%

Fundraising (Strategic)
15% at TGE and the remaining to be 

released linearly within 18 months

5%

Advisors & Partners
0% at TGE. 6m cliff then released linearly within 18 months

3%
Fundraising (Public)
No lockup.

1%
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UTILITY — META-COMMERCE

A new way to engage with your 
web2 & 3 customers through 
the Moonland web-based 
product showroom.

Moonland is far beyond just a NFT gallery for users and 
businesses. Like Instagram and Tik Tok, we believe that a major 
part that the metaverse will play is serving future Web3 
customers with an interactive metaverse setting that empowers 
new age shoppers to socialize, earn and spend.

The Moonland properties are perfect showrooms for small 
owners or corporates whereby a subscription model is available 
for businesses to unlock the store feature and gain access to 
meta-commerce business tools.

Event / 
Streaming

Storefront / 
Showroom / 
Marketplace

Payment Connected 
Services
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UTILITY — METAVERSE BILLBOARDS

An early opportunity into the meta 
advertising industry that rewards holders 
passive income through ad space rental.

A new Moonland 
billboard NFT 

collection

Airdrop / Public 
mint

Phase 1

70%

Phase 2

30%
Public mint / 

Auction /
Mission

Neighbourhood
locations

Downtown / 
Premium spots

Revenue split 
model

Direct revenue 
model

A new NFT billboard collection will be created to offer holders a way to earn residual income via 
the ad revenue pool. The ad space will be managed by a professional marketing agency, the 
Moonland dev team and the DAO where certain fees will be taken before paying holders.
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UTILITY — OTHER META-SERVICES

Enhance property 
layout

3D avatar rendering of 
PFP collections

Upgrade to keep an 
extra avatar

Customized seasonal 
furniture & items

Social events in the 
Metaverse

Metaverse GIG 
economy

While the size of the property is fixed upon 
its NFT rarity, there is an option for owners to 
open up the space via a layout upgrade, 
such as an office setting (i.e. video call 
feature), storefront setting(i.e. product 
listing) or social event setting.

NFT collections can offer their holders a 3D 
metaverse experience with their PFP avatars 
through Moonland by opting for the 3D 
avatar import and rendering service.

More than a room and character — 
Moonland elevates user’s metaverse 
experience through pet companionship. 
It could even be a cat avatar imported 
from another PFP collection.

An ever-changing scene in Moonland 
Metaverse where interior design will be 
upgradable upon different seasons and 
festivities.

Moonland is the new way to meet someone 
special. Learn about a person through their 
NFTs, interior design and other information. 
Dating events and social nights will be hosted.

Looking for a professional interior 
designer to upgrade your room or a 
community manager to greet your guests 
at your showroom? Moonland will create 
and offer an exciting Web3 workforce.
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UTILITY — PLAY-TO-EARN

A P2E incentive system for 
gamers and developers to 
create value and share 
rewards together.

Collect and unlock some 
special items including 

special furniture or even a 
billboard!

Periodic theme park with an 
entry fee to collect and earn 

the biggest one-time 
rewards and special items!

Daily Mission Treasure Hunt



ROADMAP
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Q1       2022 Q2       2022 Q3       2022 Q4       2022

* Please note that the timeline will be constantly reviewed and revised on our Discord and other social channels.

Playable demo with wallet 
connect, NFT & furnitures display 
features before public mint

Property NFT launch with 5555 
keys sold out on same day

Community feedback on demo

All rooms design & major visual 
upgrades on items and sceneries

Public metaverse launch with 
NFT-based room access

New features e.g. camera modes, 
light mode, text/voice chat

Key hires (designer & developer)

Whitepaper & metanomics

First airdrop & early staking 
opportunity

Brand collabs & partnership

Verified holder chats

Second airdrop to early 
supporters

$MLS token release

Venture to downtown and explore 
the city

Customization & upgrades: 
wallpaper, themed rooms, 
upgradable items & layouts, 
street-unique furnitures, music 
playlist, video streaming, etc.

3D avatars import dashboard

Wallet connect with Metamask

Billboard 1st phase mint & 
implementation

Full staking features

Multiplayer exploration mode 
release

Public guest mode for 
non-owners/invitees to enter the 
metaverse

Implementation of 
meta-commerce: storefront & 
other business tools

Strategic B2B partnerships

Mini games for in-game social

Downtown events e.g. online 
market, concerts, conference, etc

Voting & governance features 

Beta release of VR integration & 
mobile support

Billboard 2nd phase mint & 
implementation

Extra avatar feature launch

Marketplace

P2E implementation with daily 
mission and treasure hunt

Meta-services launch to develop 
a Web3 workforce to work in the 
metaverse

More room utilties release - video 
calls, community event room, etc.

New NFT launch e.g. designer 
furniture collection

New staking/revenue share 
models

Beta desktop game release

Possible property rental business 
model

More downtown facilities and 
construction e.g. townhall, 
museums, etc

Metaverse 2.0



FIRST AIRDROP PLAN
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TimelineBillboard drops to early 
supporters through staking 
Moonland NFTs.

2022

MAR
Staking live

2022

APR
Billboard drop

2022

SUMMER
Implementation

SCENARIO

1
SCENARIO

2
SCENARIO

3

Holder owns
1x Nomad NFT

Stake the NFT from 
Day 1 till the end of 
period

Staking the whole 
period will earn holder 
just enough $MLS for 
billboard drop 

Redeem 1x 
Billboard NFT

Holder own
a rarer NFT

The rarer NFT the 
higher $MLS reward 
from staking

Holder can choose to 
stake part of the period 
or the whole period to 
earn more $MLS

Redeem 1x 
Billboard NFT

A new buyer 
wants to stake

To earn enough $MLS in a shorter 
timeframe, new buyer can choose to 
stake rarer NFT or multiple NFTs

Redeem 1 or more 
Billboard NFT(s)



TEAM
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chillsolgirl#6247
Project Manager

- Female serial entrepreneur 
including founding NFT 
platform
- Fullstack & smart contract 
developer
- Ex-tech project manager 
at investment bank
- Advisor to multiple NFT 
projects 

Wasdcantdev#1016
Lead Developer

- 10+ year in software 
development in Unity 
games, web app, etc.
- Created and sold apps 
and games on App Store 
and Google Play Store with 
millions of downloads and 
10k+ monthly users

ChairmanDAO#5658
Marketing

- Ex-marketing at top local 
NFT marketplaces
- Ex-marketing consultant in 
finance industry
- Experienced in liaising 
with media and brands

KING DING DING | 4 
Bullish Alley#0112
Community & Partnership

- Ex-marketing & 
community management at 
NFT marketplace
- Ex-English teacher with 
experience in media 
communication writings

UnquieterMold#2742
3D Designer

- Award winning designer 
with Architecture degree
- Practiced architecture 
since 2016 in an 
international architecture 
firm
- Experienced in 3D 
modelling, graphic design, 
and interior design
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Play the demo
contact@moonland.world

https://discord.gg/pXqJf5T8Gs
https://twitter.com/MoonlandVerse
https://www.moonland.world/
https://www.instagram.com/moonlandmetaverse/
https://demo.moonland.world/
mailto:contact@moonland.world

